
Driving IT Strategies

Manufacturing
Solutions



ThoughtFocus' implements solutions spanning your entire manufacturing enterprise, with a direct focus on 

ERP, supply chain integration, parts solutions, PDM/PLM integration, and embedded engineering.

Trends
In the past few years, your business has had to tackle emerging and ongoing trends while migrating from older 

business models. You have evolved from labor-intensive processes to a sophisticated and integrated set of 

advanced information technology driven processes.

Issues

global IT deployment strategies. You must be ready for whatever is thrown at your business.

Electronics
Increasing embedded 
software and electronics

  Increased robotics

  Smart systems

  Internet of Things (IoT)

  Embedded electronics

  Industry 4.0

Driving IT Strategies

Mobility
Mobile platforme for easy 
access anytime anywhere

  Mobile business platforms

  Real-time ata

  Support JIT manufacturing

  Better asset managment

Virtualization
Virtualization across product 
development and 
manufacturiny

  Simulation

  Virtual workspaces

  Virtual reality for training

  Cloud adoption

New business model
Client centric, global, 
information-based models

  Sustainbility

  Globalization

 Emerging Markets

Digital 
Digital strategy and data 
consumption

  Analytics, Big Data

  SMAC - Social, Mobile, analytics, and 
cloud

  eCommerce

  Connected supply chain
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Evolving customer preferences

  Facilities cannot change overnight

  The ability to quickly offer a high quality new or 

competitive market

Cyclical recession and recovery

business investments, in inventory imbalances, and 

in resultant strategies to carry lower inventories

Regulatory impacts

  New and evolving regulatory pressures increase 

your cost to remain compliant

Operational excellence

ceaseless advancement

  Growth, innovation, and customization are 

challenging traditional models of achieving 

Capital allocation

  Increasing stakeholder and government capital 

while inhibiting return on capital

Supply chain and inventory control

  Rapidly shifting end-user demands results in 

of visibility in the supply chain and a shortfall in 

collaboration between your business partners, 

suppliers, and customers

New technology integration

  Future success will depend on your ability to 

rapidly integrate new technologies into products 

and operations

  Low-cost R&D and technology development, as the 

primary means of gaining a competitive edge, are a 

constant challenge

Global competition

  You must be highly competitive to grow in the 

global market

  With shifting market demands, your business is 

pressed to adapt quickly and cost effectively

Cost control

  Fluctuating energy and raw material prices result 

in increased cost pressures

  Higher CAPEX has affected your scalability and 

decreased your visibility on cost variability
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High-Tech:
New microprocessor 

technologies are changing 

your business. Our High 

Technology solutions and 

value

Digital manufacturing solutions:
ThoughtFocus helps you stay 

competitive by developing  a  digital 

agenda, enabling real•time 

adapting to change across suppliers, 

product, and sales

This is accomplished through the 

innovative use of technology, 

analytics, and mobility solutions. As a 

result, you will better monitor and 

control your production, inventory, 

compliance, risk and security

Supply chain:
Our team provides digital 

supply chain  solutions 

connecting your network's 

assets

Driving better visibility 

throughout your

organization's integrated 

processes and technologies

Application engineering:
Solving complicated 

business problems with 

the help of customized 

software and product 

developrnent solutions 

provides market

differentiation

Manufacturing strategy:
To maintain competitive edge in a 

constantly changing world, 

combining technology and 

business strategies is critical 

and implementing global 

manufacturing agenda 

and operations strategy 

SAP S/4HANA:
SAP's S/4HANA is changing 

the way manufacturers 

understand

and utilize ERP solutions

A valued SAP partner, 

ThoughtFocus specializes in 

5/41-IANA implementations

Solution offerings
We understand your challenges and the industry trends. Our solutions and services span business strategy and 

consulting, operations, and technology solutions.
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What we do for you
 Enable modern, mid-sized companies by applying our deep understanding of engineering practices and 
technology

 Heavily invest in industry methods, personnel, and software solutions and will apply our knowledge to your 
manufacturing IT needs

business changes via our global footprint with on-, near- and off-shore facilities

 Scale to your business need, resulting in additional leverage within IT, reduced consulting spend and 
improved technical strategy

 Create a strong relationship between our and your leadership teams; ensuring transparency and tighter 

 A history of re-engineering processes and implementing strategic enterprise solutions; thereby optimizing 
logistics cycles and establishing a network of divisions, plants, and business partners

About us
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ThoughtFocus helps forward-looking companies and organizations in the financial services, 

manufacturing, and higher education/public services sectors innovate and achieve a better future 

faster. ThoughtFocus’ innovative and cutting-edge technology solutions enable its customers to 

deploy new capabilities faster, deliver better user experiences, and drive operating efficiencies. We do 

this through executional excellence and mitigating the risk of change. With headquarters in the U.S., 

the Company has more than 2,100 employees in locations spread across five countries. 

For more information, please visit the company website www.thoughtfocus.com.


